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DJ MAG CANADA: MORE CANADIAN THAN EVER!
A year ago, we launched the first monthly edition of DJ Mag Canada. Now,
we look back on where we’ve been and all we’ve accomplished since we first
began and we humbly thank you Canada.
Thank you to all our loyal readers, thank you to all of our amazing contributors, thank you to the venues, promoters and artists, thank you to the electronic music community as a whole. We’ve had the time of our lives!
Many of our loyal readers may have been wondering why we took a short break
after this year’s August edition. We’ve regrouped and reassessed everything
we’ve learnt over the last two years. We took your comments, your suggestions and your requests and we revamped our publishing platforms, both web
and the magazine to give you more of what you want, when you want it!

ADVERTISING — +1 (514) 463-5317
Robert Hill — rhill@ihmmusic.com
PUBLISHER
Scott Glass — sglass@ihmmusic.com
DJ Mag Canada is published by IHM GLOBAL MEDIA
JOIN THE MOVEMENT at www.ihmmusic.com

Dance music is growing faster in North America than anywhere else in the
world and many Canadian talents are driving that growth. We want to support
our rising talents, like Project 46, who made the fastest jump to number 70 on
DJ Mag’s Top 100 DJs list since Deadmau5.
And so, we are bringing DJ MAG Canada’s focus back 100% on Canada.
We’ll still cover the international headliners as they make their way across our
fine country, we will still share global breaking news, but we’ll also be shining
the spotlight on our local talents and producing a whole lot more local content for your scene, your city, your friends and YOU!
We hope you enjoy our new formats and we welcome your continued feedback,
comments and suggestions.
Thanks for reading,

SCOTT GLASS
Publisher, DJ Mag Canada
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FEATURE: ZEDD
So how do you ensure that the actual Zedd ‘touch’ is
being applied to everything?
I control everything, I would never play a song that I don’t want my
audience to see or hear. Before I play them out I’ll discuss with my
guys doing the lasers, visuals and lighting, and I just make sure I
like it the way it is.

From a technical stand-point, is this pitched to you or
is it your creation?
We’ve been pretty much developing this visual concept of the tour
we are playing right now for months and months. Whenever there
is a new Zedd song that we like we get in touch with our people to
create the custom visuals. If the song is 130 bpm then there is a
movement that should be 130 bpm. It’s hard to describe it but as
soon as you see it you will understand exactly what I mean.
One of our staff got to experience the show earlier this week and was
telling me amazing things about the show.
It’s like a movie in itself. Normally you will have an artist
has his logo pumping, maybe changing in colour, but it’s
still just the same thing. Every single song I play, and
each and every part has one look. We try not to repeat
the looks or reveal too much. I think that if I’d be in the
audience... I mean I still get goose bumps every time!
I still think it is one of the most interesting shows to
watch out of the whole scene right now.

When you think of Zedd music is there
specific imagery you picture in your
head?

WORDS BY: KURTIS HOOPER
PHOTOS BY: KURTIS HOOPER

ONE OF THE MOST INTRIGUING TIMES IN THE YEAR FOR TOURING ARTISTS IS THE JUMP FROM THE
SUMMER FESTIVAL CIRCUIT, TO THE ARDUOUS FALL SOLO TOUR SEASON. AFTER 3 MONTHS OF
FESTIVAL HOPPING MANY OF THE WORLDS LEADING DJ’S SCHEDULE ROBUST SOLO TOURS.
TRAVELING BY BUS, BY PLANE, OR GOING ABOVE AND BEYOND, THIS CHUNK OF THE YEAR IS DEVOTED
TO SPENDING TIME WITH DEDICATED FANS, AND GIVING THEM FULL-LENGTH SETS WITHOUT THE
BOUNDARIES OF A LARGE-SCALE FESTIVAL SCHEDULE.
DJ Mag Canada spoke with Anton Zaslavski, better known
as Zedd, to chart the development and performance
integral to his ‘Moment of Clarity’ tour. Not only is this
tour a massive undertaking on the traditional level but
it’s also a world tour, covering multiple continents over
the course of six months. The opening legs of the tour
began in the eastern United States and Canada. Zedd then
travelled the globe playing shows in Los Angeles and then
in Manchester UK in a matter of days. Zedd sat down to
describe his arduous journey ahead while overlooking the
Toronto skyline at the Sound Academy, a concert venue
nestled on the tip of one of the harbors piers. With the sun
setting behind him the Russian-born complextro producer
described the vision behind the massive undertaking, and
more specifically his involvement in each and every part of
the live show, all whilst preparing for his performance later
that evening.

What is the dynamic like going from a
demanding summer festival circuit tour,
moving into a solo tour?
One of the differences is that when playing a festival you
have to play with the production they give you. You have
to play the set length they want you to play, and you don’t
have too many options. You are one of many. But the
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advantage is that you have 20 or 30 or 40,000 people that
would have not usually gone to your show because they
don’t know you. So you get a lot of new fans. On my own
tour it’s all just die hard fans. I love playing in front of my
fans that know my music, that I don’t need to please. I can
just play my own music and I know they will like it. My own
production, my own crew, everything has a spot! It’s like a
real show, and you get to go somewhere and perform your
own favorite songs.

With the production of this tour, how handson are you with the visual accompaniment?
I’m very hands-on. The visual aspect of it is just as
important as the music for me. Everything I would play I
will discuss with my guys. Even the songs that aren’t mine
I want to have a certain look for them and I want to have a
certain colour in that song and have a certain positioning.
We record every show I play and we watch them and analyze
them, trying to get better to be on-point. In fact there’s
one or two songs I play only because of the visuals, not
even because of the music. If I were at a festival without
my production I probably wouldn’t even play them. But
because I see this as an overall experience and not just a
DJ-set, you hear that song and see a certain visual and you
are like “WOAH! I have not seen that before!”.

www.djmag.ca

When we released ‘Clarity’ each song had a
separate release on Beatport and I tried to give
each song a colour. And those colours are what
we went with going live. So for example I felt
like ‘Fall Into The Sky’ felt yellow and purple.
So when we do it live there could be people
in the crowd who bought it on Beatport and
know what the actual colour is. Every one
of those songs will have the two colours.
Being lights or LED walls. it really depends
on what song it is. Clarity has always
sounded very green and blue.

In September and October you were
touring North America, and from
then on you are basically hitting up
five continents with the rest of the
tour. Is it daunting taking this project
worldwide?
It’s a dream of every artist to play in every continent.
I
remember playing in Australia for the first time
and
people knew my song, which was ‘Spectrum’, my single at the time.
I remember that moment being really special because I was on
another continent so far away in the world but people still knew my
music. That’s an amazing thing! For me to be able to hit that many
continents on a tour is really inspiring.

Well that’s really powerful!
I was not really able to tour with my own production in a couple
countries just months ago because there was no demand. Now, not
only in America but in Asia a lot of other countries have connected.
I can play those shows, and it’s a lot more fun for me rather than
just doing a DJ set. After playing with this production it can’t be
the same to not have that with you anymore. I feel like I just don’t
represent everything that Zedd is all about. I can’t just go up there,
knowing I would be missing out on so much.

www.djmag.ca
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FEATURE: ZEDD

“I CONTROL EVERYTHING, I WOULD NEVER PLAY A SONG THAT
I DON’T WANT MY AUDIENCE TO SEE OR HEAR. BEFORE I PLAY
THEM OUT I’LL DISCUSS WITH MY GUYS DOING THE LASERS,
VISUALS AND LIGHTING AND I JUST MAKE SURE I LIKE IT THE WAY
IT IS.”

To get away from the tour perspective right now I’d like to
discuss your collaboration with Haley Williams, ‘Stay The
Night’. Could we talk about how that came about?

Well let’s take the track you produced with Lucky Date, ‘Fall
Into The Sky’, as an example. Can you describe the collaboration
process of that track?

I’ve been working on it for a little while. When the track was finished and I
needed the vocals, which is nearly always the last step and the most important
one because you can have the perfect top line but the wrong singer and
everyone will hate the song.

‘Fall Into The Sky’ is a track Lucky Date started, and we always send each
other new songs and ideas. He kept on changing the track until I said “why
can’t we just make the song together?”. He flew to the studio, worked on the
song together, finished it, and I said I would find a vocalist. He trusted me with
that, because I’ve had a lot of work with vocalists. Then I reached out to Ellie
Goulding, and she loved the song. She literally emailed me back the next day
with all the vocal stems.

I made a list, and I write a list for nearly every song, which are usually pretty
extreme and start with names that I will probably never get, which Haley was
one of. I think she was probably the first one we asked for this song and she
loved the song and said she would love to give it a try. Which is unbelievable
for me because it’s not like she’s doing any other collaborations and she hasn’t
done an electronic song ever. She loved the song and was open to giving it a try
and as you can see she nailed it.

You are charting next to JayZ, Lady Gaga, Justin Timberlake...
It’s just weird to see my name there. It feels awesome, but at the same time it’s
just so surreal because the top 10 world is so far away and my name is in there
and I’m just someone making beats on a laptop.

From a dance-music perspective what does something like
this mean for electronic artists?
If it’s a good song, but dance, it doesn’t mean it will stay underground and only
sell 5,000 copies it’s first year. If it’s a good song and electronic music, which is
what I believe ‘Stay The Night’ is, then it speaks to everybody. For some reason
what people want is for their music to stay underground or whatever. My dream
was for every person in this world to know my music. I don’t care if people know
me or my name but I want them to know my music and that’s why I make it.
When I saw Swedish House Mafia in the top ten I thought it was awesome. It
was a great moment for electronic dance music to see that the thing we’ve been
working on for years is now reaching more people than ever. To me I’d rather
hear a great song on the radio that I love rather than hearing stuff on the radio
I don’t like and then complain about how bad radio is. That’s the attitude I get
from people sometimes, they love to hate radio, instead of being happy for the
people who have worked really hard to get their song heard.

So while on the topic of vocalists and electronic artists
collaborating, is the collaboration process much different
when you are working with another electronic musician?
I think we as DJ’s focus more on problems that singers don’t understand, just
because they are not from that world. But on the other hand they spend a lot of
time on things most dance producers don’t understand. I’ve been lucky enough
to work a lot on my own dance music as well as vocalists which has let me see a
lot on both sides.”
I think musicians and vocalists might be thinking about the whole thing, the
song, which is the one thing I wish dance artists paid more attention to. The
actual music, the actual notes, the core progression, and song structure, rather
than how to just get your kick drum louder.
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See I’ve always wondered if there really is a strong
communication between artists.
I’m not a fan of having managers communicate for the artist because it just
gives you more problems and miscommunication. There’s no need for managers
to be involved if you can just send a personal message asking somebody if they
like the song or not.

I discovered you through your remix of ‘Weapon of Choice’ by
Fatboy Slim. Is there a chance you’d ever like to work with or
collaborate with some of the dance music heavyweights of
yesteryear?
I never really look back to history. I’m interested in musicians that are awesome
right now. I would like to make a song with Knife Party because they are
amazing right now. I want to work with people that I can learn from as well.
otherwise you use someone’s leverage because they have a big name and they
can sell records but you have to make the music. That’s not my style and I see
that happening so much in the scene, and to be honest with you I get sick of
small guys being ‘raped’ by bigger names just because they can.

Who currently in the business do you look at and say “They are
doing things right?”
I think it’s people that are honest and open and do it for the right reason. I
think the problem is that most DJ’s, or a lot of the kids that want to be DJ’s
don’t do it for the right reason. They do want to jet around and have the tour
bus, or see the girls and the party. That’s not the reason why you should want
to become a DJ. You should have a passion for it! And I see a lot of the same
thing with promoters. I see promoters who don’t do it for the right reason and
you can tell they do it for the money. You can obviously tell they are doing it for
their best interest and not others best interest.
A full length album, a flourishing solo tour, and a major hit on the itunes
charts, there’s not much else for Zedd to accomplish in the span of 12
astronomically successful months. More importantly these words serve as an
example of humbleness being an integral message for building a brand that
fans, collaborators, and peers can heed. Zedds ‘Moment of Clarity’ tour wraps
up on new years eve after two back to back performances at Chicago’s Aragon
Ballroom. After traveling across 5 continents, it’s no secret that Anton will have
many more lessons to give about an enlightening journey circling the world.

www.djmag.ca
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FEATURE: ØRJAN NILSEN

ØRJAN
NILSEN
words by: Kurtis Hooper
submitted photo
There’s no denying Norwegian trance artist Ørjan Nilsen has
been on a roll. Playing DJ Mags top-100 party in London
England along with being one of the highest ranked trance
artists coming in at #49 this year. Earlier this fall Nilsen
debuted his brand new sub-label under Armada records
entitled ‘In My Opinon’, aptly named after his breakthrough
artist album from 2011. Along with a second studio album ‘No
Saint Out of Me’ released earlier this year the Kirkenes native
shows no signs of slowing down.
Nilsen undeniably has a loyal fan base. In Toronto specifically
trance diehards were devastated when his flight was cancelled
last year, halting the cities debut performance, which was
already overdue. Over a year later Nilsen played an energetic
set in Maison Mercer a lavish and decorative venue which
hadn’t seen a trance artist of this calibre set foot in it’s high
ceilinged main room. DJ Mag Canada sat down to an early
morning coffee with Ørjan before catching his flight to Miami
later in that afternoon.

I would usually ask you what it’s like coming
off of festival season to play some solo shows
during the fall, but for you specifically that rush
isn’t over yet. You are playing Tomorrowworld
this Sunday at 4pm!
Tomorrowland has a fantastic reputation! If there’s one thing
I know about Americans it’s that they like to make it big when
they do something. There’s a reason why it ended up in the
states. I’m guessing Tomorrowworld is going to be just as big,
and probably even more crazy. The hype around that party is
insane.
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Being in North America myself I’ve witnessed
the hype surrounding the festival.
Well there’s quite a few European people going as well. I talked
to a couple Norwegian guys who are also going over there
because they just want to see how big it is.

You say that the North American audiences like
to go ‘big’ but are there any dance music trends
from Europe you’ve noticed haven’t developed
over hear yet?
So far they’ve been very open minded, as long as you keep it
mixed up. I don’t think that they are too much into the 140
bpm trance with the long breakdowns yet. Well actually that
being said in Europe it’s starting to go down a bit because
people don’t have the same attention span as they used to. It’s
shorter, more in your face, and direct. I think it’s something
that needs to be taught, and about how to act around it. I
usually play very energetic sets with short breaks, so for me
it’s good. For the music that I play it’s been fantastic.

So you are flying to Miami in a matter of hours
and at this point you don’t actually have a show
to play.
Well in the spur of the moment me and Phillip have a whole
day in Miami to go there anyways. We are basically going to
ask some local people where’s a good place to meet and greet
people, hopefully find a venue where we can have a short little
private set. At least they’ll get to hear me a little bit. I don’t
think this has been done so it’s going to be interesting to see
if we get some people to actually come over. We are going to
use Twitter and Facebook.

www.djmag.ca
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FEATURE: ØRJAN NILSEN

Ø

...when you get back home from a tour
you are so inspired and all you want
to do is go straight down and click. You’ll
have it all in your head. It’s almost like you
accumulate all the ideas while on tour. It’s pretty
cool when you get back home with all these ideas.

I find it interesting that Twitter and Facebook can be
used as a gathering tool, do you enjoy using social media
in this capacity?
Oh definitely! We did it one time before actually. My manager Phillip
and I were in Slovakia and we had no idea what to do. The promoter
was basically absent. We had no idea where he was and he didn’t even
contact us. We basically went on Twitter and Facebook and said we were
in Slovakia and asked if anyone knew the local scene and to help us out.
We were bored.

How about Soundcloud as a tool? I would imagine you
get the same immediate response on tracks using it as
well.
We’ve tried to put more and more up on Soundcloud, but the thing is
that I’m starting a radio show. Soundcloud is going to be a place where
people can hear it again, but I think it’s going to be on Serius XM, which
is North American exclusive.

I’ve noticed a plethora of other Armada artists
developing radio shows as well. What has been your
motivation behind this step.

tour you are so inspired and all you want to do is go straight down and click. You’ll
have it all in your head. It’s almost like you accumulate all the ideas while on tour.
It’s pretty cool when you get back home with all these ideas.

My fans! I had a radio show back in the day, but I didn’t have time for
it because it was a two-hour radio show. Lately it has been a bit of a
demand to have a radio show. I’m actually really eager to do it again.

So what plans do you have with your brand new record
label ‘In My Opinion’?
The same name as my album, it’s something I’ve been toying around with
for quite some time, but this was the perfect moment for it. I’ve already
made several releases for it, collabs with people from my city. There’s
some sort of movement in my city about making trance music and house
music, so I have 3 or 4 producers in my hometown who are actually able
to make music. I’m definitely looking for demos all the time.

Yeah! It just looks like it. I don’t know what it is. When I took a picture last night,
it’s got an amazing skyline as well.

Yeah. That and certain seasons. For example, when it’s fall and all the colours are
there. We don’t have darkness in the summer time by my place, but when it gets
dark near my place it’s really inspiring for me. Scenery actually does help me.

On that note the venue you were playing in last night is usually
a deep house venue, and to be honest there aren’t too many
booking companies facilitating trance artists in town at the
moment. Judging by that turn out I’d say things are looking up.

Most people are actually. There were some rumors of me moving to the states.
It takes me two hours just to get to Oslo with a plane. It’s very remote but it’s
home. But I like to get back home, sleep and feel good about it. I think that’s
more valuable than saving a few hours in flight.
Something that has been a big point in your career is your success in 2011 and as
far as blowing up it was a moment of brand awareness for your fan base. Are you
still looking to outdo that period in your career?

It’ll give me control over my own development as well as being able to
sign stuff I really like. You get so many promos and demos that you don’t
have anywhere to put them. If I think a track is good I need some place
to sign it, and I need a place to do that. This was the next logical step in
my career. Also if I produce a tack that most people wouldn’t consider
typical trance music I can release it under my label.

Apparently this year I did that. I released ‘In My Opinion’ in 2011, and already in
one iTunes chart I have sold more than the whole album. It’s been about going
onwards and upwards. Where does it stop? I just hope it wont. I can’t explain
it. It’s so strange. 2011 was an amazing year for me. it may have been my
breakthrough year. Now I’m out there and more people know me.

Bringing back your idea of a radio show are these two
working together a little bit?

Who else in the industry do you find is following this same
process effectively?

Both being launched at the same time.

With your recent single releases and the album release
earlier this year, how have you found time on the road to
produce material?

I would say Armada is really forward thinking as a label. They are always looking
at new talent and actually giving that talent the opportunity to get somewhere.
Before it was all about the smaller people building up the big DJ’s, now it’s the
other way around. It’s the big DJ’s who try to build up the smaller people. Times
have changed. Back in the day I may have just been a tool to get Armin bigger, not
that Armada ever did that, but it’s the way it worked. Now he’s the guy helping me
out. It’s very important to me.

Not as much as I would like to. I am a production hog. I like to sit in the
studio with a glass of wine chilling and listening to music. Lately it has
also worked to my advantage, because when you get back home from a
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Is that when you find yourself most productive?

I’m surprised you are still living in your homeland.

What convinced you to making the jump to do this?

www.djmag.ca

I saw Bjorn Akesson tweet you and he thought the city of
Toronto looked futuristic.

It was a Thursday night. I had no idea what to expect, being my first time here.
Seeing that crowd and how they reacted is kind of humbling in a way. It just comes
to show how much they mean to you. If the crowd is bad, you aren’t going to have
a good night. But they were amazing! To see all these people on a Thursday, I
think you’ve got a good trance scene in Toronto.

Did you feel like it was overdue?
I was supposed to be here last year. I’ve been somewhat unlucky with my flights
and health as well. Last year my flight got cancelled before coming here. We
had to rebook everything and obviously I couldn’t make the Toronto show. I was
pissed off because I really wanted to go there. I think in some strange way it built
more of a hype, and even though it took me a year to come back, I think yesterday
was a perfect day.
Ørjan’s new label promises to be an interesting brand to watch. Already released
is a hot new single by Fingerling called ‘Fable’ along with more to come early this
month. It’s not hard to see how Nilsen is so easily inspired by his travels, home
town and the individuals he interacts with on a daily basis. A proud member of
the Armada family it’s exciting to anticipate what comes next for both Norway’s
break-out star and Toronto’s trance scene.

www.djmag.ca
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FEATURE: PROJECT 46

DJ/Producer duo Project 46 is one to watch on the dance music scene.
Jumping 30 to find themselves at #70 on this year’s DJ MAG TOP 100,
they’ve shared the stage with the likes of Morgan Page and collaborated
with massive names, such as Kaskade. It’s clear we’ll be hearing much
more from them.
The duo is comprised of Ryan Henderson, who owns a popular EDM
club, Beta, in his hometown of Waterloo, Ontario and Thomas Shaw
from Vancouver; to say these guys are busy is an understatement. On
top of being DJs, the guys focus heavily on building their fan base and
interacting with everyone on social media.
With over 14,000 Twitter followers and 120,000 Facebook fans,
Henderson said managing the social side of the business it comes with
it’s own challenges.
“The crazy thing is that [your fans] go through cycles,” he said. “They
support you, but once you become more successful they start hating on
you. You have to learn to ignore it, do your thing, and do your best.”
Aside from fans, Henderson says he often has to think about other DJs
and producers when he’s posting stuff to social media. Many DJs like
to poke at friends or competitors, like Deadmau5 for example, who’s
always stirring up controversy on Twitter with jabs at Tiesto and Afrojack
(to name a few).
Henderson says that he used to say whatever he wanted on social media,
but has since learned his lesson.
“I found myself saying things about songs, but it would get back to
certain producers,” he said. “I’m not trying to be an asshole, but
maybe I personally shouldn’t be doing that anymore. It’s not what
I want from a personal Facebook account so I’ve detached myself
from it.”

words by: Samie Durnford & Kurtis Hooper
submitted photos

Social media aside, the duo is highly focused on their music.
Henderson comes from a business background and Shaw brings
music knowledge to the table. Living across the country may
seem like a challenge, but the two of them say they’ve found
harmony working together.
“I think we’ve spent a long time teaching each other a lot of
stuff,” said Henderson. “If you talked to Shaw two years ago he
would be in a very different place. Same thing if you talked to
me about music two years ago. I think this partnership has really
worked in a sense that we’ve taught each other a lot.”
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FEATURE: PROJECT 46

“It’s a two way street,” Shaw added. “The other thing that really gave us a strong point
is that Henderson and I have very similar personalities. We get along with a lot of things,
but we also clash on many things. We are both pretty proud people and ambitious. We will
each have an idea, clash about it, fight it out, and usually that resolves into something
magnificent.”
Whatever they’re doing to work together, it’s clearly showing through their quick success.
Recently, the guys toured North America with Morgan Page Presents Tour. Ready to explore
emerging dance markets all over the world, they’re hot off a multi-city tour in India.
After constant shows the past few weeks, the guys are happy to be back in Canada and are
ready to roll out some new stuff.
“When you produce music you want to be in your comfort zone,” said Henderson. “For me
it’s at home with my family. For Shaw it’s at home in his parents’ basement. When I’m at
home for two or three days it’s where I’m the most comfortable. That’s where we can be the
most creative and get the most work done as well.”
Shaw agrees, saying getting production done on the road is extremely hard for him.
“It’s impossible to sleep and if you are exhausted you can’t work,” he said. “It’s really hard
to find time to put on FL Studio plug in your headphones and make quality music.”
Their number-one Beatport track, Reasons ft. Andrew Allen, gave them a much deserved
breakthrough. Now, festivalgoers and EDM fans everywhere can be heard belting out Last
Chance by Kaskade and Project 46 whenever any DJ plays the track. Kaskade himself often
opens his sets with the track and it has a top spot on his newest album, Atmosphere.
Giving fans a full Project 46 album is long overdue.
“The unique thing about the album is 12 new tracks, 14 in total. 12 tracks all having
acapellas. “ said Henderson. “It’s going to have a lot of life.”
On their Facebook page, Project 46 posted two of their most recent acapellas and asked
fans if they wanted to collaborate with them. Fans posted over 100 comments offering
feedback, showing support, and linking to versions they’ve remixed themselves.
Acapellas, pretty vocals, and a sound that you want to sway to is something they definitely
want to keep up and fans of the current tracks released by Project 46 can look forward to
loving the new stuff.
Shaw promises lots of vocals, specifically female, saying “It gives us an identity.”
“You can have a strong melody that identifies a song, like Clash or Reload, but I think a
vocal takes a track and turns it into an actual song,” Henderson adds. “It makes [the track]
timeless.”
Shaw says when it comes to sound, the hard-style type of electro house music doesn’t really
work for them.
“I don’t know if it’s our sets or the way we take them, but the hard stuff doesn’t really work,”
he said. “We had a vote of what should our next releases be. We played four tracks. One was
an electro-house track, kind of like Tommy Trash meets Knife Party. One was the Hardwell,
W&W style. And the two others were more like our kind of stuff. One was Motionless and
one was an orchestral progression into a drop. Those went head to head! The others got
like 5 votes.”
Jumping onto the DJ Mag Top 100 DJs List at number 70 this year, Project 46 is obviously
doing something right. Henderson and Shaw have focused on breaking into the
international dance music scene, but also honor their Canadian roots. Whereever they go,
the duo says their heart is in Canada.
“Well we are biased, but Vancouver is my favorite city in the world,” said Shaw.
“Canada has been my favorite country in the world, and I’ve been to a lot now,” said
Henderson. “When we came back from India there was a sign that said “Welcome to
Canada.” and the first thing we did was take a picture of it. Canada is the best country in
the world.”
Canadian fans will likely agree that the love is very, very mutual.
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FEATURE: DANNY AVILA

MY PASSION WAS MUSIC AND I FELT THAT I HAD TO DO
SOMETHING BIGGER WHEN IT COMES TO MUSIC TO
FEEL GOOD [ABOUT] MYSELF
In the international arrivals terminal at Vancouver’s
YVR Airport, Danny Avila is about to get bad news.
After a brief introduction, I wonder how long to wait
to tell him that the show he is set to open tonight is
hanging by a thread.
“Tiësto’s flight got delayed?” Avila reiterates after I
tell him his opener might not be able to make it. He’s
confused because his mentor isn’t taking his usual
mode of transportation, the jet.

words by: Jas Greywall
submitted photo

The driver gets the luggage into the car as Avila,
his manager Kai and I scramble on twitter to find
out the latest news. Coming up on 7pm with a 1am
shut-down time for the Sunday event, it’s simply a
numbers game. Tiësto is in Houston, still sitting on a
United Airlines commercial flight that can’t take off.
It’s a 4-hour minimum flight duration, and even if he
could get a private jet and speed through traffic to
the venue, he won’t make it.
Avila pulls out his laptop in the back of the car,
unsure about what the evening will hold, and settles
into listening to music. Solid Events, the hosts for
Doom Night, an annual Halloween bash celebrating
its 10th anniversary, is petitioning to keep the venue
open until 3am in order to give Tiësto more travel
time. Everything is up in the air.
As the sun sets, the short drive to the hotel is serene,
even in the midst of pre-show chaos. At the hotel
while checking in, Avila asks what any newcomer
to Vancouver wants to know: where to get good
sushi. The clock continues to run and Tiësto is still
somewhere in Texas.
In his hotel room, Avila fills out a questionnaire
(pictured) that I came up with to get a glimpse at
his life beyond his music. I try and get Avila to go
Halloween costume shopping, teasing him that
“Tiësto dresses up for Halloween!”
“Halloween is not that big in Europe,” Avila says,
dismissing my pleas. He can’t even recall the last
time he donned a costume.
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Truthfully, it’s difficult to think of Avila, now 18, as a
little kid trick-or-treating because a few years ago he
went off the path of a typical teenager and decided
to forge his own. He moved to Madrid, the capital of
Spain, for high school in order to pursue his music
career, dividing his time between music and class.
“I was doing it in a different way cause I was travelling
so much in the last year, year and a half,” he says.
“It was a bit tough to be honest but I managed to
finish school and now I got it done, so [I’m fully]
concentrated on music.”
It couldn’t have been easy to convince his parents
to let him move from his hometown in the south
of Spain, almost 600 km away from Madrid, just to
concentrate on his career.
“It was a bit tough but at some point you know, I just
could not do anything else,” he says. “My passion was
music and I felt that I had to do something bigger
when it comes to music to feel good [about] myself.”
Avila sets up his laptop at a desk in the corner of the
hotel suite, clearly accustomed to the routines of
unpacking. A life of globetrotting is hardly normal,
but it is now for Avila.
“Airports and hotel is like 95-90 percent of the day
and that 5-10 percent is the best thing ever. You just
play the show and have the best time ever. But the
rest it sucks to be honest, to be [travelling the whole
time] but you get used to it and in the end it’s just
like normal things.”
It’s undisputed that the DJ world is a boys club and
perhaps a reason Avila fits in so well is that he’s had
practice being one of three in a band of brothers.
He skypes with his family pretty much every day,
and forces himself to take mini vacations in order to
decompress from being on the road.
“If you are travelling 24/7 and do that for for a year
straight, you are tired,” he says.
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Just then, Kai interrupts: the show is officially
cancelled.
“At all? So no one is playing?” Avila asks,
disappointment creeping into his voice. Kai is glued
to his phone, texting and following twitter for news
from Tiësto.
“No,” he says, deflating the energy of the room.
“[Tiësto is] super upset.”
Trying to make lemonade our of cancelled lemons,
Avila suggests doing a club show later that night,
and sprawls out on the king-size hotel bed calling
Kai “Tronco,” a Spanish term that’s literal translation
means tree trunk. Avila explains that the affectionate
nickname and title of his hit track released on Tiësto’s
label Musical Freedom, is actually a way to say
“buddy.” Avila even calls his fan base his “Troncos!”
But amidst all the tronco-love are the loud voices of
twitter trolls, bashing the cancelled show.
“I think basically the bigger you get the more haters
you get too. I think it’s a normal thing when it comes
to music,” he says. “I just try to do my own thing and
haters are gonna say. No, haters are gonna hate.”
The botched translation of the cliché sends laughter
across the room. I correct Avila and tell him you’re
supposed to drop the word “are.”
“Haters gonna hate! Yeah, haters gonna hate. That’s
what they say,” he says.
While the haters will say what they will, what is the
biggest misconception about him?

I TRY TO TAKE DIFFERENT FLAVOURS, LIKE SOUNDS
AND DIFFERENT SONGS FROM DIFFERENT MUSIC
GENRES AND JUST PUT EVERYTHING TOGETHER…I
THINK I PLAY LIKE REALLY ENERGETIC AND TRY TO
PUSHHH BANG IT OUT
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“Some people who haven’t heard any of my mixes or
sets or have never seen me live, they kind of think
just because you are so young you are not able to play
a proper set or make a proper track,” he says. “I’ve
been working so hard so I would say that I have more
experience than people that [are older.]
The hard work Avila’s puts into this industry is
materializing in new tracks/remixes, a popular
YouTube channel and his hit radio show, Ready to
Jump. Avila is working on a remix with [Deniz Koyu]
for Krewella’s “Live for the Night,” which comes
out November 5, and he just finished a new song,
“Poseidon.”

Danny Avila Episodes, a web series on his YouTube
channel, gives an insider look at his life, with
behind-the-scenes clips. His radio, that airs every
Wednesday on Sirius XM (and later on Soundcloud),
is just another part of his EDM empire.
“I just try to find like tracks that are not on Beatport
top 100 and everyone can find…it has this…kind of
more exclusive feeling,” he says.
Perhaps Avila’s musical fluidity is why his live mixing
is so phenomenal. I’ve had Avila’s Ultra Miami set
from this year on repeat the entire week because the
set represents a broad spectrum of music. The set is
about a story and not a classification, just like Avila.
“There’s some DJs where they play full electro-house
or full tech-house or they have a certain or specific
genres,” he says. “I try to take different flavours,
like sounds and different songs from different music
genres and just put everything together…I think I
play like really energetic and try to pushhh bang it
out.”
In order to appease the fans, Solid Events throws a
last-minute club show together with free entry to
anyone that has a ticket for the Dooms Night show
that’s been postponed, and Avila’s on the roster.
Avila played a small set alongside Dim Mak duo,
Dzeko and Torres but he’ll have to wait a little longer
to make his stadium debut in Vancouver.
To make up for the cancelled show, Solid Events
organized an exclusive 3-hour set the coming
Saturday with Tiësto, but Avila was already aboard a
flight heading to his next show in Florida.
Backstage the next Saturday, I bring up Avila’s name
with Tiësto after his set. With a suppressed smirk
and a spark in his clear bluish-grey eyes, Tiësto asks
rhetorically, “Who opened for me three years ago?”
“Danny Avila?” I guess.
“Hardwell,” Tiësto corrects, beaming playfully at his
trick question. I start connecting the dots out loud;
first it was Tiësto, now Hardwell and one day …Danny
Avila. Suddenly it’s clear that Avila isn’t just a great
DJ, but he’s the newest member of a dynasty. From
the Legend, Tiësto, to the reigning King, Hardwell,
and now, the Prince, Danny Avila, has come out to
stake a claim to the throne.
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yurie
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What was it like initially breaking into the nightlife scene
in Vancouver and, in your opinion, how has the dance music
explosion changed the local scene aside from simply creating
a demand for more events?
I first got my foot in the door in the nightclub scene 3 years ago. It wasn’t that long
ago but even then I remember having to limit myself music-wise with dropping a
lot of top-40 remixes. The crowds weren’t 100% receptive to an entire progressive
house set at the places I was spinning at and there was more of a demand for top40/house DJs. Over the past few years, I’ve slowly grown to play at places that
are mainly house music nights. Even though they have always been around in
Vancouver, you can see how the city is getting more accustomed to house and EDM
and these nights just keep getting busier and busier.

At an early age you started studying classical piano. How did
you progress away from the classics towards DJ’ing and the
EDM scene?
Studying classical piano and theory has definitely helped me as a DJ and developing
an ear to music. Classical is really the foundation to all music. It wasn’t that difficult
to transition into loving EDM. I enjoy listening and DJ’ing a lot of different genres
to keep the crowd guessing what I’m going to play next. The first time I began
listening to electronic music was when I was 13. I can clearly remember watching
Much Music late at night and The Chemical Brothers “Get Yourself High” music video
came on... I’ve been in love with electronic music ever since.

As a performer there is always a balance between sticking to
your artistic integrity and playing to a crowd. How has your
Japanese and European roots helped sculpt your persona as a
live DJ and does your sense of artistic identity ever end up in
conflict with what a crowd wants to hear?
As a DJ, the main thing you’re there to do is to make sure the crowd is having a great
time. It’s the magic between the DJ and crowd that matters. If we are lucky we can
expose the crowd to some new sounds and expand their playlists. The art in DJ’ing
is in reading the crowd and knowing where to go and where to take them. I’ll take
requests to an extent... if it’s a strictly house night, I’m sorry I won’t play some 90’s
Spice Girls and S Club 7, but if the request goes along the lines of what the crowd is
loving, then I’ll go with it.
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EDM is an industry largely dominated by males; do you feel
like you have faced any difficulties as a female DJ?
When I first began DJ’ing, the term female DJ really irked me. I want to be recognized
for my performance rather than getting comments at the end of the night like, “I’m
so surprised, you did a really good set for being a girl.” I’ve chosen to embrace the
term though and hopefully over time, the stigma associated with it will disappear.
In my opinion, a female DJ is not about looks, but pure talent.

Celebrities is now an EDM institution, what does it mean to you
to hold down a weekly residency at the club and what makes
Celebrities standout amongst other clubs in Vancouver?
My first gig at Celebrities was a little over a year ago on their “Everyone’s A DJ”
night. I have never been so consciously nervous for a set in my life. When I first
turned 19 there wasn’t a Tuesday night that I missed... it was my dream Vancouver
club. Looking forward a year later to where I am now still shocks me. I absolutely
love Celebrities, the unbelievable LED lighting, Funktion-One sound system, EDM
enthused crowd... I count down every single week for when I get to play there again.

Vancouver’s fall EDM lineup is the biggest the city has ever
seen, with Blueprint, Twisted and Solid all putting on massive
stadium shows. How many shows do you feel the Vancouver
market can sustain and do you see the EDM bubble bursting
in Vancouver?
I say bring on the shows. There can never be enough, although it is difficult when in
a week there’s a lineup of 6 different artists you really want to see but you just don’t
have the time to go to every show. I don’t see the EDM bubble bursting anytime
soon in Vancouver. If anything, I feel like this peak that EDM’s at will sustain for a
while longer until the next cycle of music comes around... and even then it will still
be around.

What has been your most memorable moment playing in
Vancouver and what can we expect from you as an artist
moving into the future?
Hands down, opening up for Life In Color at the Pacific Coliseum. Seeing the crowd
rush in to such a large stadium and reacting so positively to what I played was
the most overwhelming experience. As an artist in the future? I definitely plan
on continuing to grow within the scene and also to hopefully release an original
production by the New Year.
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Name: Christine Colling
Hometown: Vancouver, BC
Currently resides in: Vancouver B.C.
Genre: Electronic Dance Musicl
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@ChristineYurie
www.mixcloud.com/djyurie
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RENNIE FOSTER
image by: PB Jakab

Rennie, your relationship with the DJ Mag family
goes back for a number of years…. we know you
well and we’re great fans of your work. For many
of our readers this will probably be the first time
they are meeting you. Tell our readers about
yourself, who you are, where you come from.
I am originally from Victoria, BC, a small city on Vancouver
Island, Canada. This city is responsible for an unusual amount of
notable techno talent aside from myself, including artists like
Mathew Jonson, Hrdvsion, Noah Pred, Cobblestone Jazz, The
Mole and many others. Such as with other places, the artists
within the city often go somewhat unrecognized on home turf
in favour of local popular DJs or out of town acts, and many
end up moving away, mostly to Berlin, but myself, I relocated
to Tokyo, Japan and lived there for nearly a decade where I
became deeply entrenched in the Japanese club community
and music industry.
I have recently returned to Canada, and now live in Vancouver,
BC with my twin daughters who I have been raising on my own,
as a single dad, for many years. In the past I have released
on many classic techno labels, such as F-Communications,
Synewave, Soiree, Subject Detroit and Teknotika, and more
recently have been working with Thoughtless Music, Rebirth
and Derrick May’s iconic Transmat label, as well as my own label
projects.

Share with us your love for Vancouver.
Well, truth be told, I am just getting to know Vancouver,
although I have experience playing here in the earlier days,
when I lived in Victoria, many things have changed since then.
I feel each month, and with each gig here, I am gaining ground
quickly though, as more people get an idea of what I have to
offer, and that what I’m doing musically is quite unique for
here.
There is an interest growing here in Detroit techno, although
few people involved in that seem to realize I have released on a
good many Detroit labels and have a deep and long relationship
with the Detroit techno community. I am working to change
that, and doing what I can to contribute to anything based in
the underground house and techno culture movement here, as
it goes forward. I am not so social actually, more of a studio
guy. I feel out of place in clubs mostly when I am not behind the
decks, so it has been a slow and steady process meeting people
here and re-asserting myself into the Canadian scene, but I’m
doing it diligently.

As an accomplished performer what advice would
you offer a young up and coming trying to secure
their first venue gig?
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My advice to up n’ coming DJs and artists is simply “don’t
jump the gun.” A good many new artists are focused only on
marketing, how to be big, how to be famous, and how to get in
front of crowds, either on stage, or online. Once there though,
very few have anything amazing to offer musically.
Focus on creating something with true meaning, and don’t get
in front of people with it until it is something truly worth it,
that you don’t need to dress up in hype. Learn your craft, it is a
fascinating and rewarding study, if you truly dedicate yourself
as a student.
Don’t be just another shameless guy with some gear trying to
make everyone listen to him do the same thing other people
are doing, push yourself to be something better than that. The
dance music culture was built patiently, extending grooves to
hypnotic points, and that is the source of its strength.
There is not enough patience with many new artists and you
can hear it in the music, as well as the way that they relentlessly
promote themselves. Strive harder, maintain a realistic
perspective, listen and respect those who will mentor you.

What have you got going on in the coming months
performance wise? Production?
Right now my biggest project is the 2014 launch of my new label
and brand called simply “RF”. This is an effort to consolidate
many of my past works that I have re-gained rights to, as well
as the stronger material from my previous label projects like
Dirty Works and Futago Traxx, alongside brand new music,
of course, with a new strategy based in independence and a
renewed strength.
The artwork for the new releases, so far, has been created by
Victoria artist, Erik Von Kobra, one of the visionaries behind the
Wolf/Sheep studio and brand, and perfectly captures the spirit
of the new label. You will see my vision shine through under this
new brand as it has only been hinted at in the past, combining
b-boy spirit, my roots in house music culture and roots techno
explored with abandon. It will not be for everybody probably,
but the people who dig it, are going to really, really dig it, and
that is where I am at right now.
As for performance there is quite a bit happening at the
moment, I am pleased to announce my New Years’s Eve gig will
be in my hometown of Victoria, at a venue that has been close
to my heart for many years, Hush nightclub. As a family man
who absolutely needs to be at home for Christmas with my kids,
I am very grateful to play nearby this New Years. Hope to see
you there!
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Hometown: Victoria B.C.
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Currently resides in: Vancouver B.C.
Genre: Hi-Tech Soul
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We like to start these artist spotlights off with a little background, tell us about
your journey through electronic music, how exactly did all this begin?
I got really interested in electronic music at a really young age. A family friend was bouncing
nightclubs in Calgary at the time and he would always hook me up with music to check out. A lot of it
was progressive and techno but it led me to the dance community. When I got into high school I found
and fell in love with drum and bass. I would go hit the record store every week to start collecting
vinyls of all the stuff I loved and wanted to play when I finally bought turntables. Once I got them, I
started making mixes and passing them out, which eventually got me booked to play venues and local
DnB nights around the city. I started dabbling with production at the same kinda time, but I didn’t
start taking it seriously until 2008 or 2009. From there it led me to where I am now.

Electronic music has exploded in Alberta over the last few short years, how
does a veteran like yourself feel about all the new artists arriving in the scene.
I think its dope. It’s a lot easier now to find your artistic niche with advancements in technology.
Getting your creative ideas out isn’t as troublesome with as it used to be with music. It helps create a
community of people who can inspire each other artistically, and a healthy arts scene is always good
on maxing out big vibes.

Which local artists have had significant influence on your career?
Musically I grew up listening to a lot of locals DJs who were catering to the drum and bass crowd.
It sparked my interest to get into the DJ side of things. When I decided to take the next step into
production I was surrounded by a lot of other Canadians who were doing the same kinda thing. The
Rottun camp is a big inspiration for sure. They had always pushed the envelope with sound design and
that was a big reason of why I wanted to make music.

If you could travel back in time to when all this began and offer yourself one tip
for the future, what would it be?
Not to be so hard on myself. I am my own destroyer.

We want to put you on the spot for a moment and challenge you to commit
yourself to 1 specific ambitious goal for 2014. We’ll check back with you in a
year from now and see how you’ve made out. What will be ?
To keep progressing and evolving my craft.
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Hometown: Calgary, AB
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/Titus1.Official

Currently resides in: Everywhere

@Mark_Instinct
soundcloud.com/titus1

Genre: Bass Music
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You are a man well traveled, as your career continues to
skyrocket we expect there will be plenty more travel ahead. Tell
us about how all this began, where did your love for music first
take shape?
I hope so! I’ve honestly been so busy with school these past few years to go on
the road as much as I want to, but now that I’m just about done, I will definitely
be doing a few shows here and there. Going to the UK and Sweden in 2014 for a
few gigs.
My passion for music definitely began at a young age. I still remember ripping
tape cassettes and making my own mixed tapes from albums or x-tendamix
compilations. Thought I had better taste than MC Mario or Chris Shepard. I
definitely loved the old 80s music I was subjected to when I was about 7 years
old, from all the Depeche Mode to Nu Shooz and more. It only grew from there.
I always had an appreciation for music since my mom was a trained singer for a
number of folklore groups and Chilean bands. I listened to a lot of 50s – 70s music
with her around. I think that’s why I can appreciate all music. Always listening to
whatever is good.
These days I have Disclosure’s new album on repeat, listening to a lot of John
Newman and some Lana Del Ray.

You have built a very well respected name for yourself, both as a
talented producer as well as a truly polished professional. What
advice would you pass on to aspiring producers who hope to
follow in your footsteps?
Thank you for the compliment! I just try to do my own thing, and focus on myself
and not everything that is going on around me. Totally like exploring innerspace
before going to outerspace kinda deal. I would pass the advice of holding on and
not letting go of your dreams, even when it seems impossible or tough. Finding
your self over and over again, and having good production habits and not falling
into production routines.

Your performance roster reads like an “who’s who” of A-list
performers, of all the great talents you’ve shared the stage
with, which performance was the most memorable and why?
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I definitely enjoy every show I get to be a part of, and am incredibly grateful for
the opportunities that have been presented. If I had to favourite any of them it
would definitely be artists who I have looked up to in the past or in the present
who appreciate their craft. Most definitely the Love Parade in San Francisco in
2008, it was something special, something I’ve never seen up to that point. Over
hundreds of talented locals and international DJ/producers for sure. Hmmm,
definitely when Axwell came to Canada for the first time in Halifax, and sometimes
even the tiny venues are memorable when the energy is right and they are feeling
your vibe, I remember one being at the O Ultra in Hamilton awhile back.

You’ve been very actively producing for some time now, tell us
about your creative side, your sound and the direction you see
your music going.
I’ve been producing since late 2007, but I feel that I’ve only seriously been doing
it for the past 2-3 years. It’s always a learning curve trying to lock down your
sound design, and getting all your ideas on paper so to speak. I get most of my
influences from my roots in 80s nu wave and all the progressive chord-like music
influencing all the genres out there from all ranges. Direction wise, I think I’m
just gonna continue to make what makes me get goosebumps. I always just try
to make beats that I can personally be happy with, and not really focus too much
on what might be popular or a necessity to produce. I’m going to explore it all!

Outside of music, what passions do you pursue?
I love music more than anything without a doubt. Other passions, hmm, I
collect horror films for sure and enjoy anything in that genre. When I’m not busy
with school stuff (finishing BComm degree) you can find me at horror-related
conventions for sure!

Is there anything else you would like for us to know?

Name: Tito Rodriguez (Titus1)

Was recently nominated for the Western Canadian Music Awards against Datsik
and Excision. Currently working on remixes for the Diffused record label, and
collaborations with Will Bailey, Ron Reeser, and Mark Instinct and more.

Hometown: Santiago, Chile
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Currently resides in: Calgary, AB
Genre: Uplifting Chunky Beats

/Titus1.Official
soundcloud.com/titus1
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DJ
HOLLYWOOD
HYPE

We are curious to know firsthand how you came up the ranks
of Winnipeg nightlife?

You have multiple residencies, tell our readers more about
that and what’s coming up for you in 2014?

I first started DJing as a hobby, and then just loved the music so much that I
wanted to be more involved. I then began playing small raves and gained an afterhours residency. Things started getting more serious after Stephen Hua brought
me on as the DJ for Sound Republic, allowing me the opportunity to open for acts
such as Steve Aoki, Hardwell, Zedd, Laidback Luke, Kaskade, Benny Benassi, DJ
Chuckie, Gareth Emery, ATB and Fedde Le Grand, to name a few. Stereo Night Club
then brought me on for their Saturday Nights, giving me yet another opportunity
to play my music to more eager ears, energizing their feet to dance. After opening
for LMFAO, they picked me up for some gigs on their 2009 North American Tour.
Upon return from the tour, I gained a lot of local buzz which allowed me to play
out as often as I wanted. In 2011 I had the chance to play “The City” in Cancun,
Mexico. I always do my best to give as many of my fellow local DJs and producers
opportunities and exposure. I believe that staying positive, working together,
and treating others as you wish to be treated is always best.

My main residencies include Stereo on Saturdays and Opera Ultra Lounge on
Sundays. Every Saturday I have a different guest DJ join me at Stereo Night
Club to pump some bass with a crazy audio visual experience. Different from
Stereo, Opera Ultra Lounge offers a unique and chill atmosphere after a weekend
of partying. I also guest DJ at Greenroom on Thursdays, a night where I get to
spend time with my favourite local talent, in a smaller room, creating the unique
atmosphere of a house party. I will also be introducing a brand new Friday night
starting in January.

We love your hard-hitting sound, tell us about your
influences, both local and international?
I have always loved break beat legends such as Stanton Warriors, Freestylers, DJ
Icey, Deekline and Krafty Kuts, but have looked up to turntablists such as Z Trip,
A Skillz, and have a great appreciation and admiration for their craft. I admire
the production expertise and sounds of Adam K, Afrojack, Hardwell, Ill Gates, Kill
The Noise, Chuckie, Makj, Congorock, Angger Dimas, and new Canadian favourite,
Charlie Darker. Want to give a big shout out of local love to my boy Tyler Crichton,
who I team up with to produce and DJ with from time to time.

Name: Dj Hollywood Hype (Born John Skene)
Hometown: Oxdrift, ON

@djhollywoodhype

Currently resides in: Winnipeg, MB
Genre: EDM
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soundcloud.com/djhollywoodhype
www.djmag.ca

As for what’s coming up in 2014, I just finished a new EP and am shopping for a
label for it as we speak. I am very excited for everyone to hear it. It includes my
track “He Is” which won the Bud Light Canada Sensation DJ Contest this summer.
I am always excited for all the Sound Republic Shows I will be playing at. The next
one will be Aoki and Borgore at the Garrick on November 11th. As for out of town
shows, next Summer I have already confirmed that I will be playing at the brand
new Fantasia Electronic Music Festival and am in the midst of confirming a few
more.
I just want to say how much I have loved being involved with every aspect of the
electronic scene from after-hours and raves to Lounge and Club nights. It’s been
one hell of a party, and I have had the pleasure of meeting so many amazing
people. Let’s keep the party going and the bass pumping. See you on the dance
floor!

The scene in Winnipeg is unique and exciting; tell us about
the pro’s and con’s of being a DJ based in Manitoba?
I honestly love it. Winnipeg is a beautiful city. Everyone is so supportive. I love
winter soooo the cold isn’t an issue for me… everyone always seems to ask about
the cold. The city is just big enough that Stephen Hua and Sound Republic can
bring in some big names, yet small enough to keep it personal. Winnipeggers
are open-minded, supportive of music and the arts, and always love to party and
dance.

www.djmag.ca
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It would appear you think outside of the box. You have had
some very respectable success online with YouTube; you’ve
succeeded where so many other have failed. Tell us about what
you’ve done with YouTube and how it all came to pass.

I first got into the world of mixing by making hip-hop mash ups on Fl Studio. Tupac
acapellas on weird hip hop beats, stuff like that. I got into DJing when I wanted to
start doing that live. After I bought my first pair of decks I started looking towards
YouTube for inspiration but was really disappointed by what a found. Although
lots of turntablists were posting great videos, I didn’t find much creativity in the
controller camp. There were tons of mixes with DJs playing generic music, with
no technical skill and just a bit of basic beat matching between tracks. There was
all this new technology that allowed DJs to do things that were never possible
before, but very few people were really using the technology its potential.
I wanted to fill in this void. I switched over to a controller-based set up and
became known for doing 4-deck sets. This is when I started shifting into the more
electronic side of things. I recorded “Wub Wub, Chop Chop” which got a stupid
amount of success online. I’ve always had a goal of developing new techniques
in each video that I made. This eventually manifested into my current set up that
I use in my new Youtube videos; I now use drum pads loaded with sounds either
sampled from other songs or produced by myself. I drum out beats live or add
layers of instrumentation to tracks made by others.
Online success is a weird thing. There are people with millions of plays but are still
playing in their bedroom. This is not the response most people expect me to have,
but Facebook likes and Youtube plays are just numbers; the world’s highest paid
DJ is only sitting at 3 million likes (much below many of his peers). If you want
success you need to make something with substance. Something that will make
people feel your music and listen to your music for years to come. Something
that will make them want to come see you when your passing through their city.
My advice to newer DJs; forget about getting more “likes”, and focus on making
material that your audience will find meaningful.

Like a true artist you’ve found a great platform to be seen and
heard; can you share some of the great opportunities that have
FOUND YOU as a result?

Name: Izn Shahab
Hometown: Everywhere. I have lived in the UK,
Pakistan, Canada and the States.

/djizn

Currently resides in: Regina, Canada

Youtube.com/user/iznremix

Genre: House
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I’ve been fortunate enough to play gigs across the country as a result of my
material online and have met a lot of amazing people as a result. Its crazy how
you can meet people who live in totally different places and just become good
friends instantly because you share a deep love for music. Good DJs live for music,
it makes them tick, gives them energy and they can’t live without it. Sharing that
passion is a beautiful thing and I’m happy to say I’ve made a lot of great friends
while doing this.
I’ve also opened for my fair share of big names like DVBBS and At Dawn We Rage.
After sending some routines out, I’ve gotten big ups from guys like Karl Wolf and
Munchi. I played a couple festivals over the summer and am in talks to go play in
Toronto next year (which is a city I’ve wanted to play in for a long time).

How do you differ creatively from most new young artists?
There’s a strong push in my local scene to create something new. We’re living
in a city where the whole EDM craze didn’t really take off and for us to play the
music that we wanted to play we’ve had to create our own scene. People get
surprised when I say this, but after playing across the country I can firmly say
that the standard of DJing in this small city in the middle of Canada is very high.
To become established on a local level and play the gigs that I wanted to play, I’ve
had to push to create my own style that is unlike what others are doing.
Being creative is a lot easier when everyone around is creative. I can go out every
given night of the week and hear local residents like Drewski, Noor, Ageless or
Booter play incredible sets that make me want to go home and completely
reanalyze what I’m doing. It’s not that we’re competitive or anything (we support
the hell out of each other), but having that network of creative and hard working
individuals really pushed me to take finger drumming/controllerism to the next
level.
Now, more than ever, newer artists are trying to make generic sounds, clinging
on to the hope that they can “make it” if they create the exact same song that
Skrillex just made. My focus has more so been on making the music that I want
to make, not music that I think follows some formula. I aim to make music that
will be meaningful to others and will be listened to for years to come. “Quiet
Zoo” is definitely my baby in this regard. A thirty-eight minute DJ routine is not
necessarily easy listening but the amount of emails that I have received and gigs
that I have been booked for because of this set has shown me that it really hit
those that listened to it in a special place. Along with this set, I have a lot of
original productions coming out which follow this same philosophy.

Who were your early inspirations and do they continue to
influence your sound today?
My influences have really changed over the last few years and I am at a very
different place with music relative to where I was when I first started. Growing
up listening to everything from The Police to Dr. Dre I’ve found it very difficult
settling on a sound. In the last year or so I’ve been really delving into a deep/
jackin house sound; house is a genre which is very open in the sense that you
can allow for a lot of creative freedom. You can take the crowd on a journey that’s
mellow, soulful, exciting and heavy at the same time. Don’t come to an Izn show
expecting to hear banger after banger, I like to create a story with my sets.
These days my sound is very heavily influenced by the likes of the Dirty Bird
Players, Jamie Jones, Maya Jane Coles and Sonny Fodera. It’s deep, sometimes
dark, sometimes light, but always groovey as hell.
Checkout Izn Shahab’s most recent mixtape “Quiet Zoo,” which features national
drumming champion Chris Dimas and DJ Drewski.

image by: Colby Katzberg Photography
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Tell us about your first experience with electronic music and
what inspired you to become a producer.

If you could change one thing about the scene in Saskatchewan
what would it be?

I have always had a love of music. I was one of those kids who had to bang on
everything to create noise and sound. I come from a family who are all passionate
about music. My father, Doug, is a former drummer and a singer. He inspired me
to play around with music and different instruments. I would say that’s when
my musical journey initially started. However, I experienced EDM for the first
time back in 1999. I attended my first “rave.” People dressed in all sorts of crazy
colorful gear. Smiles all around. All their sharing their love of the music. The party
was thrown by “PPM” (Plastic Puppet Motive) an event production crew formed by
well known Canadian DJ/producer Deko-Ze and some others. This particular party
was PPM6. The production was top notch and the music was incredible, unlike
anything I’ve ever experienced before. I remember standing there - listening to
whom I believe was “Deepsky” - and being able to feel every single sound coming
out of the speakers. It was so uplifting. I knew right at that moment, that this is
exactly where I needed to be, and what I wanted to do and become. I wanted to
create this type of music, and bring that type of pleasure to people just like I had
experienced for myself.

I would change the fact that waiting 365 days each year for “Connect Music
Festival” ( www.connectfestival.ca ) is too long of a wait. It is one of the best
Electronic Music Festivals I’ve ever experienced, and I would make it happen
everyday if I could. One thing I do know though, is that our major downfall of
living here is the lack of venues to throw events. We really don’t have many
options, and the second you mention “EDM” to any owners, they back off. Oh,
and we need moooooore lazers!

How did Flatland Funk come to be?
Flatland Funk, a solo act now, started out as a duo back in 2006, between myself
(Dan Bartake) and now-retired partner (Joe Wallace). We were just 2 breaks DJs
who were playing the Western Canadian DJ circuit regularly, promoting events,
and hosting radio shows on BreaksFM, and NSB Radio. We were both big fans
of each other’s work, and work ethic, and one day over a discussion on “MSN
Messenger” we brought up the idea of forming a tag duo. That’s where Flatland
Funk emerged. Now I work as a solo act of Flatland Funk .

How has being based in Regina influenced your career and your
music?
Regina is a great city. Full of great people, great musicians and hard working
promoters. Unfortunately though, pushing the EDM nightlife has always been
a great struggle here. We are a hick town, with country roots. So introducing
something new to people has always been a difficult task here. People are afraid
of change it seems, but that has never stopped me. In fact, it’s only encouraged
me to work that much harder, thinking outside the box. Networking with people
outside the city, using the internet as my best weapon. Living in Regina has really
forced me to utilize networking/marketing/advertising to its full potential,
because I wanted to be heard, and wanted to play gigs, and travel. I had to bust
my butt to get it.
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What was the highlight of 2013 for you and what can we look
forward to in 2014?
The biggest highlight for me this past year was when I was asked by Boodang
Music Canada - www.boodang.com (whom I am a resident DJ for) to open for one
of my biggest EDM inspirations, Sander Van Doorn. I played at the Shaw Centre in
Edmonton to approx. 4,000 people. I was on cloud 900,000. I could not believe
I would not only be sharing the same stage with Sander Van Doorn, but opening
for him, a DJ whom I admired and looked up to. Now I am privileged enough to
open and share the stage with many. It’s a blessing. I am forever thankful for
all the opportunities I have had and the promoters who have booked me
to play. And a giant thank you to the fans for allowing me to continue
on this journey.
2014 will be an exciting year for me. I have recently launched my
record label Pyramid Recordings co-owning the label with Paul
Farace, known to many by his producer/DJ name Farace. We
have many exciting releases upcoming on the label that have
been gaining a lot of good support from artists like The Crystal
Method, Fast Foot, Dj Exodus, and many others. Aside from
the record label, you can expect to see a lot of new Flatland
Funk material coming out soon. I have a bigroom electro
collab out soon on “SectionZ Records” with Frederik Mooij.
One of Mexico’s top electro producers. The track has
already gained interest from Revolvr, who supported it in
his set lists and on his Podcast. I am also currently working
with Andrew Parsons on a Massive original track. Releasing
soon on my label, an EP with trio Voyager USA (Grayden
Fritzching, Geoffrey Hufford, & Maximo Calvoni ) called
Robot. Lastly, you can also expect to see my new side
project I have been working on with Lance Blake. I have
a lot in the works for 2014 with a lot of music and tour
dates. Going to be an amazing year for me.

www.djmag.ca

/pages/Flatland-Funk

Name: Flatland Funk
Hometown: Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada
Genre: Electro/Bigroom/House/Glitch Hop

www.djmag.ca

@flatland_funk
soundcloud.com/flatland_funk
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Steven, tell Canadians about the scene in Winnipeg,
who are the players? (Venues, promoters, leading
DJs)
DJ’s in this city who are really pushing it for the dance music scene
would be Hollywood Hype, Readymix, Drux and Ric Hard. Promoters
would definitely be Sound Republic, Readymix and Bassface
entertainment. Venues first and foremost Exchange Event Centre
for bringing in world-class DJs every month since 2008 (check out
their infamous wall of DJ signatures). Other venues worth noting
are Stereo Nightclub and Opera Ultralounge.

We always like to know about the early years of
artist’s careers, what brought you to where you are
today?
I caught the “dance music virus” when I was about 15 years old. I
found out about underground parties and afterhours through friends
and it was really the only place that I can go out and party at that
time with live EDM DJs since I wasn’t old enough to get into clubs.
My first time at an EDM event (Seductive 2006 feat. Anne Savage),
I instantly fell in love with the scene, the people and especially
the music. After that I wanted to attend as many as possible and
thanks to Soundwave Entertainment (Now called Sound Republic)
and Stephen Hua this city has seen many world-class dance music
acts come in. I soon met who is now one of my closest friends, DJ
Hollywood Hype who was a resident DJ at the afterhours. I had a
knack for finding music, especially exclusive bootlegs and edits so
I would always request songs or send him songs I would want to
hear (how ironic now that I DJ and dread requests, haha). Then one
day I had a thought, if I always want to hear these songs and in a
particular order, why shouldn’t I just try to DJ. I used up whatever
money I saved up, bought a pair of used CDJs and a mixer and it was
like I hit an epiphany. This is what I wanted to do for the rest of my
life.

With dance music exploding in popularity and new
aspiring artists arriving on the scene daily, what
advice could you offer young artists still looking to
get their first gig(s)?
Always take your first gig as serious any job interview. No one may
tell you they are looking for a new resident DJ but they’ll notice
when you mess up and when you do an amazing mix. If you can
bring something to the table that’s current with a different twist
and it’s got that wow factor, you’ll keep landing yourself more gigs.
Always follow the herd but observe from the outside.

DJ Mag Canada will be in Winnipeg in December,
what are three MUST EXPEREICNE venues, three MUST
TASTE restaurants and three MUST DO experiences?
Venues: Exchange Event Centre, Stereo Nightclub and
Opera Nightclub
Restaurants: Deer + Almond, Deseo Bistro and Café Dario

Name: Steven Ngo / DJ Panda Phunk
Hometown: Winnipeg, MB
Currently resides in: Winnipeg, MB
Genre: House, Progressive, Electro, Club
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/djpandaphunk

Experiences: Ice-skating at the Arctic Glacier Park located in The
Forks, Festival of Trees and Lights in early December and any Sound
Republic event in December (112, DJ Bl3nd, and more)

@djpandaphunk

When you are not working on music, what drives you?
(Hobbies, other interests etc+)
Reading up on music blogs, watching/reading interviews and
especially listening to and watching live sets from DJs just to hear
how they mix and how they program.

soundcloud.com/djpandaphunk
www.djmag.ca
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Fresh off a massive gig at Life in Color in Ottawa and a well-earned vacation to Europe,
Ottawa’s-own Ariyan had a chance to sit down with DJ Mag Canada for an exclusive
chat about what he represents as an artist, upcoming collaborations with some major
names, and more.

How did it feel to play alongside Sandro Silva and Oliver Twizt in
front of a sold-out hometown crowd at Life in Color in Ottawa?
I love performing at the Life in Color events. The crowd is great and the paint is crazy
so it’s always an incredible experience. Sandro, being a friend of mine, is an incredible
performer to share the stage with and it’s great to see him again. We met when he
performed at Era Nightclub and we really hit it off before the show and have been
friends ever since. It was really great to see him and Oliver Twizt and put on a show
together at the same venue.

With such a diverse sound, how would you define what you
represent as an artist?
Nowadays, it’s hard to settle on a definition because there are so many different styles
that I like to play, personally. I try not to stick to one sound but really love to play techhouse as that’s what I started from. I also have a lot of fun making and playing bigroom electro tracks and fans really seem to love it. I don’t think I could ever confine
myself to one “genre” of music as it really limits your creativity as an artist.

Who has mentored you throughout your growth as an artist?
I’ve had so many great mentors support me throughout my career and it really means
a lot. Guys like Sick Individuals and Sunnery James & Ryan Marciano have been so
supportive and offer so much useful advice. Whether it’s playing one of my tracks,
tweeting about my releases, or tagging me on Instagram in one their projects, it
really represents a big step forward. I have a few upcoming collaborations with Joe
Ghost and Sick Individuals along with a few more that I can’t get into detail about
at the moment. Even small things like how to pack your luggage when going on tour
are really helpful. As far as who has stuck out for me and supported me on all my
endeavors whether it’s producing, touring, and beyond, it’s my brother, Aydin.

Ottawa has witnessed explosive growth in regards to dance music.
What are your thoughts on Ottawa’s growing presence in the
industry?

Name: Ariyan Kharaghani

/ariyanofficial

Hometown: Montreal, Quebec

@ariyanmusic

Currently resides in: Ottawa, ON
Genre: House
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Ottawa’s dance music scene is growing and it’s growing fast. I remember when I first
started DJing it was quite hard to get a gig as I didn’t play hip-hop or “radio-friendly”
records. Now, most of the clubs in the city are playing dance music and the radio is
full of it as well. It’s really amazing to see it grow and in the way that it is. I love the
fact that I live in a city where dance music is demanded. The local support means so
much and I hope to see everyone out for my upcoming b2b set with Joe Ghost @ Era
on Saturday, November 16th.

@ariyanmusic
www.djmag.ca
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CHRIS
FRESQUE
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Toronto’s underground scene is full of diversity and talent. One individual
articulating the growth of the scene is Chris Fresque, known as Fresque when
behind the DJ booth. Along with being involved in nearly every facet of Toronto’s
tech scene, Chris has recently built a new Sunday brand that is catching on like
wildfire. The new project, CLub 120 on Church Streets, has a major focus put on
intimacy and artists forming an integral part of Toronto’s tech house scene. Not
only is Chris booking and running the show but he’s also the resident DJ of the
Sunday afternoon event, sometimes running from 11am until 3am, marking
a whopping 14 hours of groovy tech and tribal tunes. We spoke with Chris to
understand how he tackles all this at once.

I’d like to talk to you about the companies you’ve engaged with
in the past decade, can you describe that journey a bit?
My DJ carrier has had its ups and downs since 2006 but its all been fun and a good
learning experience. I was picked up by Ink just before a lot of changes happened
in the industry but I was very proud of myself for achieving what I looked at as
sort of the holy grail of DJing at the time. Back then only a select few were ever
picked up to spin and I was happy that I had made enough noise to get noticed. It
took a long time and was a lot of hard work, I guess that drive ended up sticking
with me to this day. During my time with them I played many great clubs here in
Toronto; Comfort Zone, Footwork, and different rooms inside The Guvernment,
particularly the Acid lounge for a few years. This was a very fun time but all things
change and I am off on a different adventure now. I have also been pushing hard
with production and releasing on some great labels lately such as Toolroom,
Jekos and 6N7 to name a few.

How about the tech/tribal genre. What draws you to the
exclusivity of that genre itself?

Name: Chris Fresque
Hometown: Sault Sainte Marie Ontario
Currently resides in: Toronto, ON
Genre: Tech House
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/FresqueMusic
@renniefoster@CFresque
soundcloud.com/fresque
https://soundcloud.com/renniefoster
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I used to play a mix of Electro and tribal when I first started DJing back in 2006
but over time I have been concentrating on honing my sound as a DJ and in my
production. Over time I fell in love with the genre and I only play or produce what
I like and have passion for. For me if there is no passion there then there is no
point of doing what you are doing. If you lose this then it just turns into a job
and loses all the appeal. Tech house has a bounce and energy to it, this keeps me
interested and passionate about the genre.

Let’s talk about ‘Stacked Sundays.’ What has the reception of
the event been like so far?

the appropriate changes where needed in order to make this into a great event
and a great place to hang out with friends on a Sunday. I have a lot of fresh ideas
that I want to incorporate in the future and hope that the event turns into a
staple for good music in Toronto.

What is the dynamic like being both a performer and event
runner with Stacked Sundays specifically?
It’s a bit stressful at times, it is a lot of work organizing it but I love it. I put a lot of
passion into what I do and hope people can see my effort to make something for
the right reasons. The performing part is a bonus, I love to spin and this gives me
the opportunity to spin weekly at a great venue and test out my new production. I
hope with some success I can hire people to help out but we are just starting out
and I unfortunately have to do just about everything so it gets a little hectic at
times, but in the end it’s all worth it. No one ever made anything without trying
so best to get up and get going.

You seem to wear many hats, running an after-hours event,
performing, producing and even juggling design work. How do
you prioritize the workload and bring structure to it?
That’s a good question. If I figure out a good way to do it all I will let you know.
But in all seriousness I can’t do it all. I try my best to get things done that have
priority and some things get pushed to the side. But I love doing what I am
passionate about and take on whatever I happen to be interested in at the time.
I think that everyone should have this in their life at least to some extent. I am
a firm believer in being happy with what you do in life, good or bad, it’s a great
feeling to be able to do what you love.

Did the entrepreneurial aspirations regarding your apparel line
just come as second nature for you?
I have always been a self-taught person. If I want to do something I go for it,
sometimes it works out, sometimes it doesn’t. But the main thing is that I try. I
love making hats, Music, graphic design, at the moment. But I am always on the
lookout for a new ambition. That’s my second nature I guess you could say, not
just apparel, but being an entrepreneur in general. Music was my first real passion
though and always will be.

Feedback about the venue, staff and the music has been great. I think that people
really appreciate that I put a lot of thought and effort into creating a good lineup
and keeping the music flowing properly. We are constantly learning and making

www.djmag.ca
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A staple of the Niagara electro-house scene, Ontario
music fans should be very familiar with The Sour DJ’s.
Now Matt Jones, one half of the duo, is pursuing the next
step in his solo production career under the moniker of
The Sour DJ. Earlier this year DJMag.ca had the pleasure
of premiering ‘Lullaby,’ a somewhat departure from
the hard-hitting electro sound typically associated
with Matt’s work. The track was a breath of fresh air
in an already stacked market full of electro-house
anthems and gained some ground as an experimental
electronica piece. Minutes after stepping off the stage
after a two and a half hour set opening for Krewella in
the Guvernment Koolhaus, we were able to talk with
The Sour DJ about some upcoming projects and some
inspirational changes associated with his production
and branding.

With your current rebranding, moving
forward from here, what is that sound you
are looking to bring to our tracks?
I’m still looking to bring that big, fun, electro-house,
grinding bass line that the Sour DJs were known for.
Now that it’s just me, I really want to start heavily
introducing classical sounds again. I love working with
classical sounds and I want every single track that I
produce to have some sort of classical inspiration and
instrumental melody.

Are you finding that this change and the
process of moving from Niagara Region to
Toronto has been inspirational unto itself?
Definitely! The place I moved to is in the hipster area of
Toronto, Liberty Village, and the studio I put in looks
right out to the CN Tower. So my view is all of Toronto
and the CN Tower from my studio. It’s really nice to
work, and have an area where you know the scene is so
large, and to have a following out here that pushes you,
too. There’s lots of places to go, like Trinity Bellwoods
Park or High Park. It’s nice just to go there, put in your
headphones on your laptop and work. You can’t do that
in Niagara, I know I couldn’t.

In Toronto your bookings as of late have
been exclusively with INK Entertainment.
What has that relationship been like?
It’s a dream come true. Every DJ in this area starts out
wanting to play at The Guvernment. Having these guys
helping me with my career and giving me bookings.
Today for example I played in the Koolhaus and I played
the main room at ‘Labour Of Love’. Those are two
legendary rooms that I’ve had the opportunity to play
in.
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For the most part Niagara is a region where the party
scene caters to the university crowd, the big bookings
happen around frosh week. In Toronto there is a
multitude of touring artists that you have the ability to
play with.
I’ve had the opportunity to play with some amazing
guys. I mean, tonight I played with Seven Lions,
Krewella and Candyland. At Labour of Love I played with
Tommy Trash, Kill The Noise, and DVBBS as well as Nicky
Romero twice last month. It’s quite inspiring to play
with people you look up to.

the

SOUR

dj
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While on the topic of other artists, which
producers do you find closest to your own
sensibilities as a music creator?
I have a lot of producers I really look up to. Someone
like Knife Party for example. Their stuff is so clean! Their
production level is just so unbelievable and it sounds
amazing in the club. Another guy, Hailing Jordan, I
think his stuff is great! I like listening to them and
trying to figure out what they are doing to get to that
level of production. I don’t exactly what to make sounds
like them, but that their production value is so clean it’s
something I look towards.

Do you pride yourself on being uniquely
Canadian?
I was born in the UK, I moved here in 1996, so I was
just turning ten when I moved to Canada. England,
when I do go back there, still feels like home to me. I
feel Canadian though. England has this nostalgia for
me, but I am Canadian as far as I can say. I am proudly
Canadian and it’s one of those countries that you can
say where you are from and people respect you for it. I
think the music scene and the party scene is next level,
it really is. People here really love the music and I’m glad
to say I love this country.
Change can be inspiring. A note taken straight from the
success of The Sour DJ. It’s no wonder why some of the
most polarizing names in Canadian dance culture work
and reside in the countries largest city. Many dance
music producers move south of the border these days,
though some of the heavy hitters in the industry have
used Toronto as a workable environment that is one
of North Americas largest hubs for dance music. With
several major collaborations in the cooker, we look
forward in anticipation to what The Sour DJ does next.

Name: Matt Jones/The Sour DJ

/thesourdj

Hometown: London, England
Currently resides in: Toronto, ON

soundcloud.com/thesourdj

Genre: Electro-House
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DJ UPPERCUT

/uppercutofficial
Nom/Name: Eric Therrien

@Dj_Uppercut

Ville natale/Hometown: Quebec
Réside actuellement à /Currently resides in: Quebec
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Parle-nous de ta première expérience avec la
musique électronique et de ce qui t’a inspiré à
devenir un DJ et producteur.

Tell us about your first experience with electronic
music and what inspired you to become a DJ and
producer?

Ma première vrai expérience a été quand je suis devenu résident
du Mp3 afterhours qui était situé au Millennium nightclub en
septembre 2000. Je jouais déjà de la musique électronique
underground mais c’était la première fois que je jouais devant
un crowd qui venait vraiment pour la musique underground.
J’y ai été résident durant 5 ans tous les vendredis et samedis.
Ce qui m’a inspiré à devenir dj et bien déjà tout jeune je faisais
la tournée des bars avec mon beau père qui était drummer.
J’aimais le fait de changer de ville et être dans les clubs. Pour ce
qui est de la production et bien, quoi de mieux que de voir une
salle bien remplie qui danse sur ta musique ou bien de voir des
vidéos d’autres djs qui joue tes productions?

My first real experience was when I became a resident at MP3
afterhours, which was located at Millennium nightclub in
September 2000. I was already playing electronic music but it
was the first time that I was playing in front of a crowd that was
really coming to hear underground music. I was resident there
for 5 years, every Fridays and Saturdays. What inspired me to
become a DJ was that even at a young age I was touring the bars
with my step-father who was a drummer. I liked changing cities
and being in the clubs. When it comes to production, well, what
better than to see a room full of people dancing on your music or
to see videos of other DJs playing your productions?

Comment vois-tu la scène musicale à Montréal?

What’s your impression of the Montreal music
scene?

Il y a de très grands connaisseurs de musique underground à
Montréal. Je sais de quoi je parle, car je book les meilleurs djs sur
la planète pour le Circus afterhours, j’y suis directeur général.

There are many aficionados of underground music in Montreal.
I know what I am talking about, because I book the best DJs on
the planet at the Circus Afterhours, I am the general manager.

Comment le fait d’être basé à Montréal a-t-il
influencé ta carrière et ta musique?

How has being based in Montreal influenced your
career and your music?

Montréal est une très grande plaque tournante pour les djs dans
le monde, dû au très grand nombre de djs internationaux qui y
passent. Ça l’a beaucoup élargi mon style musical, car j’aime le
house, le tech house, le progressif, etc..

Montreal is a huge platform for DJs in the world, because of the
high volume of international DJs that come through. This really
broadened my musical style, because I like house, tech house,
progressive, etc..

Si tu pouvais changer une chose de la scène
montréalaise, quelle serait-elle?

If you could change one thing about the scene in
Montreal what would it be?

J’y changerais la mentalité des radios qui est tellement
commerciale. Ça l’influence beaucoup les jeunes. On devrait
davantage les éduquer avec de la musique électronique. Même
chose du côté des clubs, les propriétaires sont tellement vieux
jeu qu’ils ne laissent pas les djs s’exprimer. En Europe ce n’est
vraiment pas la même chose, ce qui est de valeur.

I would change the radio mentality which is so commercial. This
really influences the young people. We should introduce them
much more to electronic music. Same thing for the clubs, the
owners are so old-fashioned that they don’t leave room for the
DJs to experiment. In Europe it is much different, which is a
shame.

Quel a été le moment saillant de 2013 pour toi et à
quoi aurons-nous droit en 2014?

What was the highlight of 2013 for you and what
can we look forward to in 2014?

2013 a été une très belle année pour moi. J’ai commencé l’année
avec le BPM Festival à Playa Del Carmen. Ensuite, j’ai quitté le
Red lite afterhours pour le Circus, où j’y suis présentement
le directeur général. J’ai signé avec le label Manufactured
Music, appartenant aux propriétaires de Beatport, qui est une
division de Black Hole records, une méga compagnie de disque
en Europe. J’ai plein d’autres projets qui viennent de m’être
confirmés pour 2014, dont je ne peux parler.

2013 was a beautiful year for me. I started the year with the BPM
Festival at Playa Del Carmen. After, I left Red Lite Afterhours for
Circus, where I currently am the general manager. I signed with
a label called Manufactured Music, belonging to the owners of
Beatport, which is a division of Black Hole records, a huge record
company in Europe. I have plenty of other projects, which were
recently confirmed to me, but unfortunately I can’t talk about
them.

photo soumise
submitted photo
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Parlez-nous de votre première expérience avec la musique
électronique et de ce qui vous a inspiré à devenir producteurs.
Nous avons tellement d’influences musicales, nous sommes tous les deux
Européens...la musique fait partie intégrale de notre culture. Paris joue de la
batterie et Simo un peu de piano. Nous avons tous les deux grandi en aimant la
même musique, l’une des raisons principales pour laquelle nous avons décidé
de collaborer ensemble sur un projet.

photo soumise
submitted photo

Comment se sent-on quand des géants comme Hardwell
soutiennent votre musique?

Tell us about your first experience with electronic music and
what inspired you to become a producer.

Nous sommes très reconnaissants du soutien constant que nous apportent des
gens comme Hardwell et Tiesto dans notre musique. Lorsque nous avons signé
il y a quelques années pour notre première chanson intitulée “Monk” qui nous
révélés, nous étions très enthousiastes à l’idée de créer une relation avec la
maison de disque. Robbert est un gars super; il nous a certainement donné le
coup de pouce dont nous avions besoin au début.

We have so many musical influences, both of us come from European
backgrounds… music is a big part of our culture. Paris played drums and Simo
plays a bit of piano. We both grew up liking a lot of the same music, one of the
main reasons why we linked up to collaborate on a project.

Comment le fait d’être basés à Montréal a-t-il influencé votre
carrière et votre musique?
La ville de Montréal est très multiculturelle, tout le monde est ouvert aux
nouveaux genres musicaux, ce qui aide beaucoup. Le fait que la musique
dance/ électro soit en pleine essor est super pour Montréal et nous nous en
réjouissons. Quand nous jouons à la maison à New City Gas, le niveau d’énergie
est incomparable, l’une des meilleures foules pour qui nous avons joué jusqu’à
maintenant.

Si vous pouviez changer une chose de la scène montréalaise,
quelle serait-elle?
Difficile à dire, en ce moment je crois qu’elle grandit encore; nous sommes
plutôt bien placés. Je crois qu’on pourrait faire en sorte que ce genre de
musique passe plus à la radio.

How does it feel to have heavy weights like Hardwell
supporting your music?
We are very grateful for having people like Hardwell and Tiesto continually
supporting our music. We signed our first revealed track ‘Monk’ a few years
back, we were extremely excited to build a relationship with the label. Robbert
is a great guy; he definitely gave us that beginning push!

How has being based in Montreal influenced your career and
your music?
Montreal is very multicultural, everyone is opened to new types of music so it
helps. The fact that EDM is booming, it’s a great time for Montreal because we
are excited about it. When we play at home at New City Gas, the energy level is
insane, definitely one of our favorite crowds to play to thus far.

If you could change one thing about the scene in Montreal
what would it be?

Quel a été le moment saillant de 2013 pour vous et à quoi
aurons-nous droit en 2014?

Hard to say, at this moment I think it’s still growing we’re in a good position. I
think we could push this type of music a little more on the radio.

Nous avons vécu tellement de moments incroyables comme lorsque nous avons
joué à Milan, en Italie. Nous avons aussi dû remplacer Kasakde et NCG parce
que son vol avait été annulé, c’était le meilleur show que nous avons fait cette
année. Même si la foule était un peu déçue au début, ils sont restés et ont fait
la fête jusqu’à la fin. Nous avons passé une soirée incroyable, on ne l’oubliera
jamais! En ce qui concerne 2014, nous essayons de finir quelques originaux qui
selon nous seront nos meilleurs morceaux, nous avons hâte de les présenter à
tout le monde!

What was the highlight of 2013 for you and what can we look
forward to in 2014?
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We’ve had so many great moments, playing in Milan, Italy was one of them! We
aslo had to replace Kasakde at NCG because his flight was canceled, that was
the best show we played this year. Although the crowd was disappointed at first
they stayed till the end and partied hard. We had an amazing night, we’ll never
forget it! As for the upcoming year we’re trying to wrap up a few originals that
we feel are going to be our best tracks, can’t wait to show everyone!

www.djmag.ca

/ parisandsimo

Nom/Name: Paris & Simo
Ville natale/Hometown: Montréal, QC
Réside actuellement à /Currently resides in: Montréal, QC
Genre/Genre: Progressive House / Bigroom
www.djmag.ca
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soundcloud.com/parisandsimo
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Tell us about your first experience with Electronic Music.

How has the scene changed since the 90’s in the Maritimes?

Summer Love! It was summer of 1993 and I was living in Whistler; snowboard
training on Blackcomb Glacier. My buddy knew one of the promoters and was
looking for some people to help set up stages, fencing, vendor booths, etc. I
volunteered to help out in return for a free ticket. I didn’t really know any of the
acts other than Supa DJ Dmitri from Deeelite. It was really fun but weird at the
same time. I remember chilling in my tent when some random naked guy who
was tripping balls poked his head in and decided he needed a sleeping bag. He
stumbled around in circles with my sleeping bag around his neck like a cape
mumbling incoherently. I let him keep the sleeping bag.

The late 90s saw a huge growth in the electronic music scene. For me it manifested
itself in underground afterhours parties at spots like the Khyber, Café Ole and The
Dump. It was a small community of young and energetic kids, skaters, queers and
art freaks; some of them emulating what they had seen on trips to New York or
Montreal. Others were just looking for something new and unusual to experience.

What venues are you currently working with and where can we
see you in the coming month?
My home base is Rouge Premiere Lounge in Moncton NB. It’s my favourite spot.
I have been there for the past seven years. I get to play house, electro, and
progressive. It’s a really fun place to dance and get crazy. I also play The O.C. in
Moncton on Saturday nights when I am in town. I have a residency at Menz&Mollyz
in Halifax, NS and I still travel around the Maritime Provinces regularly.

Which international artists do you find fall most inline with
your sound?
If I had to choose 1 person I would like to think DJ Dan. I feel most inspired by
DJs like Dan, Glaude, Sneak, Farina, or Colette. I like that filtered disco inspired
sound, I like chuggy, tech beats too. But I can’t really say that I have one sound.
I just like DJing. I like playing hip-hop, techno, breaks, drum and bass, dubstep,
you name it.

What suggestions do you have for aspiring artists coming up in
your Maritime scene?
Produce. Make music that YOU love. Learn all you can and keep producing music.
The more of your own music you can get out the better off you will be. Don’t lose
touch with DJing a good live show but produce as much as you can.

The early/mid-2000s were a blast on the East Coast. Every city had it’s own vibrant
and unique underground afterhours scene. Every weekend we would travel to
another city like Charlottetown, Fredericton, Saint John, Antigonish, Moncton,
or St. John’s for an afterhours party that would go until Sunday at noon. Halifax
had some epic parties with thousands of people in an old NS Power substation
turned sound-stage called Electropolis. Halifax had a reputation amongst
touring DJs as one of the best cities in Canada to play. There were always guys like
Farina, Hawtin, Paul Johnson, Acquaviva, Donald Glaude, DJ Dan, Bad Boy Bill,
or Dave Clarke playing in Halifax and around the East Coast at the time. I am very
lucky to have been one of the most popular DJs in the East at that time.
The last few years have seen a huge shift in technology that has brought electronic
music to the masses. Which is great, there are more electronic music fans than
ever before. Anyone can download a free DJ program that will mix your favourite
tracks for you. An endless supply of music can be had for free. Everyone has a
high-def TV with surround sound that gives them a safe and inexpensive “clublike” experience in their own home. You can stream high quality audio and video
of your favourite party and live it like you were there. Unfortunately attendance
at clubs is suffering because of it.
I miss record shopping, hanging out in the shop on Saturdays going through
stacks and stacks of records. I miss open deck nights at clubs, showing up with a
box of records and jamming with your friends. I don’t miss carrying those records
across the country for a gig. New DJs will never know that kind of experience and
I feel sad for that.

Buy some good earplugs. Get custom fit plugs if you can afford it. Buy some highend generic plugs from your local music store if not. Wear them while you’re in the
club. Trust me, tinnitus is worse than you can imagine.

//SonnyDCanada

Name: Sonny “D” Woodworth
Hometown: Halifax, NS

@djsonnyd

Currently resides in: Moncton NB
Genre: House
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Give us a brief history of yourself within the Canadian electronic
Music scene and how you ended up in the maritimes?
Well thats a long and crazy story which i will spare you the play by play but lets just say its
been quite a journey. Im originally from Toronto but the scene has brought me to many
places in Canada over the years. I started DJing in 1997 through out western Canada as
well as promoting my own club nights and parties. In those days the real rave scene was
alive and well and for anyone involved the doors of opportunity were wide open. As my
skills grew forward, so did my need to secure a position in all this for life. Some years
later I found myself graduating a program in audio engineering back in Toronto and
the rest is history. Since then I’ve begun my career in production and have had multiple
performance tours within Europe and North America. I’ve been fortunate to release
tracks on Canadian labels Flavorite, Filter and Uncovered records and also a few European
labels as well. Within the last year I’ve formed a partnership with Scottish Producer Matt
McLarrie and the two of us have been producing tracks together and creating our own
vision of tribal infused house music. Cut to the present and I now reside in Halifax Canada,
I was fortunate to find the love of my life here and decided to move my studio to the
maritimes and really enjoy the influence of the ocean and the east life style, a perfect
quite place for getting deep into the studio and into the creative process….it’s been a
great move for me and for the next phase of my career.

What labels are you currently working with and what can we hear from
you in the coming month?
I currently have a few solo production projects coming out on labels I can’t quite speak
of as of yet, but next month I will be releasing “The Carpet Salesman” EP with my partner
Matt on Saeed Younan’s label Younan Music out of Washington DC. We also have a release
upcoming on Natura Viva in Italy. I’m always grateful to have anyone show interest in my
productions so it’s been a great year to say the least.

Which international artists do you find fall most inline with your
sound?
Well thats always a funny question to compare your creative music to others but let’s
rather say that my sound has been influenced by artists like Glender, Danny Tenaglia,
Saeed Younan, Boris, Rafa Barrios, the whole viva music gang and of course Matt McLarrie
my production partner and friend.

What suggestions do you have for aspiring artists coming up in the
Maritime scene?
I never have an easy time with a question like this as I myself am still very much coming up
in all of this, but what I can say is stay away from the commercial fads and really take the
time to learn your craft and respect it. Understand the history of what you’re doing and
put in your time. Making music is a science and one that is not achieved through cutting
corners, get used to long nights of trial and error because that’s the discipline. Writing
music is from the heart and soul and this will show in the final product if it’s real. Loops
and sync features are for tourists, get creative with your style and hang in there cause
it’s a crazy ride...lord knows it’s been that way for me. The Maritimes region seems to be
going through a turn around point that a good part of the world is also going through,
this is the time to start new organizations and groups of people willing to put their neck
out in the name of our scene, it starts with us and ends with us so let’s do it!

How has the scene changed since the 90s in the Maritimes?
I have only called Halifax home for just over a year now so I can’t honestly comment on
what things were like here in those days, I do know that there were the glory years here
like in many other places where international acts were coming through on a regular basis
and the parties were huge and well attended. Nowadays it seems to be going through a
turn-around cycle like I mentioned, which can only mean growth and new beginnings for
everyone. What I do know is that Halifax is home to a whole group of dedicated Artists and
DJs that keep things moving in this area. Artists and promotors like Adam Adler, D-Yazz,
Jules Bangsworth, Cam BCN, Jay Byrd, Lyra, Tommy Knuckles & the Evolve crew, Isotonic,
Veev & Isaac Haze, Eddie Equilibrium, Mac Shaker and Sydney Enwood to name a few. I’m
honoured to be amongst this group and look forward to the future. I’d also like to send a
special shout out to my good friend and colleague the late Jay Hamilton who passed away
late last year, Jay to me represented this area of Canada through the years with grace and
will not soon be forgotten ...R.I.P.

www.djmag.ca

Name: Jonathan David
Hometown: Toronto, ON
Currently resides in: Halifax, NS
Genre: Tech-House, Tribal Techno

/jonathandavidfan
@djJonathandavid
soundcloud.com/jonathandavid
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IF YOU’RE A MOTIVATED AND HARD WORKING
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FROM YOU!
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FEATURE: DANNY AVILA

LIFE
IN
COLOUR
LIFE IN COLOUR
words by: Ryan Hayes
photos by: David Paddock and Pooya Nabei Photography

Neon pink, green, and blue paint rained over six thousand Vancourites
enraptured in apocalyptic euphoria while 2013’s best line up, Mord Fustang,
Clockwork, Cazzette, and Gareth Emery, spun from an elevated DJ booth adorned
with colossal LED screens and technicolor acrobatic performers.

had been transformed into a thriving luminous jungle. Over the course of an hour
Cazzette harnessed the crowd energy Clockwork had created and turned up the
aggression. Rage-faces abounding, Cazzette capped off their time in Vancouver
with their ‘That Shit Cray Mix’ of Jay-Z & Kanye West Ni**as In Paris.

By the time Clockwork, a Blueprint favorite, took over the reins of the Paciﬁc
Coliseum the crowd had already unanimously decided that this was a night
deserving of going all out. With Cazzette and Gareth Emery still to come Clockwork
didn’t push the envelope and instead choose to propel the energy in the arena
even higher by sticking to crowd favourites. In true big room electro fashion
Clockwork blew the roof of the Paciﬁc Coliseum with his mashup of The Killers vs.
Arty vs. Hardwell & W&W - Humans Jump Together. Transitioning into his remix of
Sebastian Ingrosso & Tommy Trash smash hit Reload, Life in Color nymphs graced
the stage with all the whimsy of an exquisite neon fairy-tale: ﬁre hoses in hand
the audience braced themselves for another shower of unadulterated energy—
paint drenched the crowd with all they energy infusing hysteria of a jaeger bomb.

Temporarily plunged into darkness—it was time for Gareth Emery—a world
renowned trance DJ at an event which represent nearly everything but trance.
With a ﬂash of light, hundreds of giant white balloons, and gleaming neon
Cirque du Soleil style performers, Emery began his set by easing the audience
into his progressive sound. While his set may have started out big-room-generic
(including Out of My Mind by the Bingo Players, Animals by Martin Garrix, and
Apollo by Hardwell) there was something undeniably elegant and graceful about
his mixing which set him apart from previous acts. Even as countless mainstream
trance acts are transitioning towards more progressive and heavier house sounds,
Emery managed to prove that it is still possible to keep the essence of unity and
beauty both trance audiences and artists are known for.

Almost passing without notice Clockwork stepped back from the DJ booth
making way for Sebastian Furrer & Alexander Björklund of Cazzette. Opening
their set wearing their trademark cassette heads Cazzette launched into a
Knife Party homage. Ripping through the majority of Knife Party’s Haunted
House EP interspersed with tracks like the Albert Neve remix of Guetta’s Play
Hard, it became evident that as a dub-house duo Cazzette held Knife Party as a
guiding light. Nonetheless, Cazzette are undeniably talented and their original
productions and remixes were the main highlights of their hour set: I Surrender
featuring Niles Mason, Beam Me Up, and the Cazzette Trapleg mix of Tim Berg’s
Alcoholic all elicited a massive crowd reaction.

As paint and upbeat melodies washed over the Paciﬁc Coliseum the emotional
shift was palpable. People were coming together, dancing, and singing by the
time Emery began to break out softer hits Language by Port Robinson and One
Republic vs. Alesso If I Lose myself. Making sure not to leave diehard fans behind
the second half of Emery’s set including a varied selection of trance hits woven
in amongst melodic progressive house. Standout tracks included: original
productions Meet Her in Miami and Concrete Angel, as well as Wayfarer by Audien
and On a Goof Day by Above & Beyond.

By this time in the night the mystifying powers of Life in Color paint had ofﬁcially
freed six thousand souls from any morsel of conﬁning inhibition. Those that
thought they could escape the glory of the paint canons by moving to the back
of the crowd forget to consider the hundreds of paint tubes Blueprint had been
selling throughout the night—regardless of where you stood; the Paciﬁc Coliseum
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As Emery set came to a close in a ﬂurry of paint and beaming light it was clear
that Vancouver was satisﬁed. Life in Color had been a night of brilliant production
value, new experiences, and varied sets from talented artists.
Under a haze of neon paint, smiling faces, and sweat—anything is possible. Hurry
back Life in Color.
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